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In a bustling industrial community in Queens, New York, immigrant
small business owners band together to fight a development plan
that would bulldoze their slice of the American Dream. Their story
launches an investigation into New York City’s history as the front
line of deindustrialization, urban renewal, and gentrification.
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SUMMARY
Targeted for several failed redevelopment plans dating back to the days
of Robert Moses, Willets Point, a gritty area in New York City known as the
“Iron Triangle,” is the home of hundreds of immigrant-run, auto repair shops
that thrive despite a lack of municipal infrastructure support. Living without
the paved roads or sewers that the rest of the city takes for granted, the
slowly moving cars navigating massive potholes, clanging metal, whirring
machinery, and radios tuned to baracha was a daily, year-round rhythm that
had continued unabated for decades.
Many businesses advocated for basic improvements that their paid taxes
entitled them to - but, the street pavers never came. Instead, the community
is inundated with vague rumors of redevelopment. During the last year of
the Bloomberg Administration, those whispers became a shout as NYC’s
government advanced plans for a “dynamic” high-end entertainment district
that would completely wipe out this historic industrial core. The year is 2013,
and the workers of Willets Point are racing against the clock to forestall their
impending eviction.
THE IRON TRIANGLE explores how city officials and the workers of Willets
Point each view the “Iron Triangle” as a site of potential; one has drawn up a
plan for a glossy entertainment district to be executed by private developers
at public expense, while the other finds value and opportunity in the gritty
ecosystem as it has existed for decades. THE IRON TRIANGLE seeks to spur
a dialog that is needed to foster thoughtful and equitable place-making, as
the competing claims over the development of space in the 21st century
city are at the source of many of the burning social conflicts playing out
worldwide.
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